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Preface by the author
A true faith, to be so called, has to go beyond ethnicity, castes, institutions, borders, business, addictions, coercions, political persecutions.
A true faith is heartfelt and free or is something different. 87% of the world’s
population, approximately 6.7 billion people, follow some creed.They are called
religions, transcendental philosophies, codes of coexistence, doctrines of control.
The remaining part of people is made of individuals believing in local myths,
derivatives of pseudo-religions and of others who, for different reasons, do not
consider transcendence in any way.
There is no doubt on the need to believe, the history of supernatural builds
identity, gives meaning to life and is a hope for continuity.
In this text are collected various version, imaginative, of the free thinker that I
am, enriched by books and lectures by reputed physicists and theologians.
What might have happened, issues of the present time and vision of the future
are the subject and the uncertainty.

When existential doubts remain without and intrinsic response, when
continuous research gives some answers, but at the same time pose
more questions, then everything becomes a never-ending cycle.
At this point you can only continue, with the hope that one day
something will happen while reading the next page.

I have read, heard and learnt from men of science, theologians, philosophers and also from conversations I had with the occasional acquaintance. Many questions remained hanging without a response, but also many
responses were obtained without having consciously posed a question.
From all these, a thought arose: is there any chance to pore over events
while remaining neutral in the true meaning of the word?
At this point, a blast of energy hit me like a dart. I was not aware of its
existence, it just showed up under the name of LuLe. (LuLe acronym for “a
neutral quantum of energy”)
That is how our conversation began.
LuLe is a particle of energy, with whom we will make this imaginary-butnot-so-much journey through past, present and future. Lule will make us
realize how slowly the perception of time has grown in our conscience
and how we remained trapped in it.
When I look at the sky, I am actually looking at the past, since when I
observe a luminous object I see it as it was when its image left, carried
to my sight by the light, at its speed.
That means I could, standing somewhere in the universe with an extremely powerful telescope, observe our planet as it was in the past,
moment by moment.
To find such a spot, I needed to travel faster than light, since I would have
to anticipate the images of the Earth carried by the same light.
The astrophysicist and mathematic Stephen Hawking said that the laws
of physics could potentially allow travels in time, but that, as of now, it is
highly improbable that objects of the dimensions of a human being can
jump back and forth in time, either casually or not.
So, we are caught in time, and we must find a way to escape. LuLe, coming
from beyond the time, is a reliable source of help.
LuLe heard this story from other particles scattered in the not-void vacuum, a remnant of previous experiences of pre-existing universes. Yes,
because the world and the universe we belong to are not the only ones
out there. Beyond our time-space lapse there are other universes that,
like soap bubbles, expand, thinning until they disappear and then reappear. (C. Rovelli, Sette brevi lezioni di fisica – Adelphi 2014)
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Some authoritative physicists say that prior to our universe, born from
a Singularity, there was nothing but a black hole that attracted and compacted everything. (S. Hawking, Dal big bang ai buchi neri – Rizzoli 1998)
This theory concludes with the assertion that, being so, there is nothing
transcendental. Well, then what?
Do we stop here, or will we go ahead and explore other possibilities?
Try to make sense of what you see and wonder about what makes the Universe exist. Be curious (S. Hawking)
Quantum physics tested the behavior of particles ejected toward a barrier through two fissures. It was found out that, when the particles are
observed by special detectors positioned on the openings, they pass as
bullets through one or the other slit, according to their trajectory, then
impacting on the background barrier. When the experiment is done without detectors, the signs detected on the barrier suggest that the same
particle passed simultaneously through both fissures, impacting the barrier in the form of wave.
This phenomenon occurred independently from the position of the detector and its being positioned ahead or beyond the crevices (experiment
told by R. Feynman). The particles behaved as if they already knew there
was something or someone watching them.
From this overwhelming discovery, a simple question arose: how did the
realized they were being observed?
Here are some possible answers, bringing further questions.
Could it be that particles have an own consciousness, that they can foresee future?
Do they have in themselves a source of information to autonomously
determine their behavior?
Are they in some way alerted that they are going to be observed so to
determine their reaction?
Schrodinger experiment tells us that it is us who cause a collapse in the
state of events, by deciding to observe – or to not observe – them.
At this point, some physicists exclaimed “this is no longer physics”. Let’s
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ask ourselves, then: if all this is no longer physics, what is it?
From these and other questions arose my need to piece together, with
the most rational ingenuity, a jigsaw puzzle made from fragments of what
I read, heard and discussed.
We thus have the key to the boundaries with intrinsic evidence. An inheritance of, let’s say, genetic instructions, which affects cell behavior.
The question is: what chance do we have to communicate to our cells,
to establish a dialogue that could give us the possibility to reprogram
them if in disarray and /or bring them back to good health, healing from
diseases by wanting to want it? In alternative, would it be possible to use
a device to intercept them? For instance, like the vibrant mind waves
frequencies of Sapiens artists became visible as works of art, so the same
mind waves frequency coming from faith or conviction might be able to
re-set cellular disarray.
It is LuLe that, from extreme darkness of the lack of answers to existential
questions, enlightens me from time to time, setting me free from anxiety,
and it is LuLe’s approving snicker that gives me the chance to add something.
Since everything is made of atoms, the inheritance of instructions that
the cells acquire, both by being animated by previous experiences and by
being part of the Whole - that does not know time-span but reads the
events - makes the particles able to decide how to behave autonomously.
(Entanglement, D. Aczel – Raffaello cortina Editore, 2004)
Knowledge comes from and goes back to the universal plasma of IPPA. (I
Segreti dei Veda Prabhupada – Bhaktivedanta Book, 2011)
IPPA is the energy of the micro and macro cosmos, quantumly appeared, with
no beginning nor ending. It has always existed. It is in all of us, it is only a
matter of learning how to perceive it.
Ever since I met LuLe I started thinking about writing all this. The picture
that was slowly being outlined in all its perspectives, gave a deeper significance to my risky questions-answers.
Furthermore, I understood the questions that, by now, it makes no sense
posing.
But let’s proceed with order.
LuLe recounted about how everything took shape, thus creating the con10

ditions for a material experience.
It talked to me about the intelligence of IPPA taking shape and becoming
an unstoppable power. But what if all this had remained an end in itself,
buried in the obscurity of rough matter and dark energy? To what and to
whom would it have been of use?
Lule answers: vibrant energies spark life in us, through all possible form of
life, to experiment and increase their evolutive heritage. Any kind of matter involves constructive continuity, but what form of life was the fittest?
Talking about our universe, it took billions of years to get this answer. It
was necessary to find an expression of matter that could be animated by
the immense evolution of IPPA, something dynamic that could embody
and experience its intelligence.
Who is IPPA, then?
Finding a one-word definition would be a priceless achievement. I dare
to imagine that his consciousness is made by infinite energies, a fluctuating universal plasma, that allow every thing to exist.What are they made
of, those energies?
They are made by oscillating ring-strings, that vibrates even when taken
to absolute zero, that is -273.15 °C. (Il campo quantico, L. McTaggart – My
life editor 2017)
This is IPPA, the incessant quiver, and this is the reason I believe that this
omniscient and omnipresent force is the source of everything: 23% dark
matter, 72% dark energy and only 5% visible matter.
According to Greek mythology “in the beginning there was Chaos, a
merge of all things in the vacuum” (Dei e Miti, enciclopedia universale, A
Morelli – Librerie Italiane editori, 1973). But, how could they know that
three thousand years ago? The Bible mentions the Void, which is not
empty and, in any case, according to M. Biglino “barà” in Hebrew never
means “to create”, especially “to create from void”.
This is astonishing!
We are talking about energies that are incessantly enriched by life-death
cycles of all living species, and that carry with them all the experiences
capable to give a sense to their existence.
(“Il sonno, il sogno, la Morte” Dalai Lama – Neri Pozza Editore, 2000).
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When someone we love passes away, we say that he has gone. But who’s
really gone, if his body is still there? It was his energy, his Self as we knew
it that has gone. His way of being stays with us, and with us will stay until
we are parted from our body.
Old civilizations firmly believed in this life-death energy cycle. They built
specific geometrical constructions to energize electromagnetic fields, so
that once the deceased was placed in the combustion chamber his energy could be released in a precise astral position.
After this procedure, the bodies were then transferred and regularly
buried in the necropolis, according to the different social class.
These strong geometric constructions are still existing and some of
them became, in later ages, tombs. (Il mistero di Orione, Gilbert and Bauval
– Corbaccio Editore 1997)
Our ancestors were perfectly aware of these forces, although not being
able to give their intuitions the solid base of reason and science.
The energy called Soul is a concept that was born from Ancient Greece
philosophical mindset. Prior to this, men were just as mortal as plants,
with no self. They came to the world, grew up and then died exactly as
plants do. (Il corpo, U. Galimberti – Feltrinelli 2013)
It is a spark that becomes a flame, an energy that animates flesh, making
everything visible and experimental, beyond the fields of ignorance and
not intelligible.
History studied in school is only a reflection, delivered and imposed as
if it was real. Here, you are going to read about a sequence of events,
imaginary but realistic, about universe and Life.
The need to write this down comes from the consideration that many
of the things that nowadays we give for granted were, until few decades
ago, were barely utopian.
A fetus in his mother’s womb knows no other world than the amniotic
sea. Maybe by waving his limbs he perceives their potential use, but he
will never realize their actual use in our world, so far to him unknown.
And yet, even though he is already part of it, he is not aware to be bounded to it through his mother’s body.
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In the same way we too could be experiencing temporal space sensations just like a fetus. We are not able to see, perceive or know if we are
in a super-gigantic womb.
Nothing prevents us from imagining ourselves as fetuses, who swim in
a sea of plasma to us invisible, a sea made of pure but organized and
conscious energy, aimed to reach a world the existence of which we do
not imagine.
So, once birthed, what will we know?
Will we meet other forms of life like us?
Science tells us, with more and more evidence, that there are other
worlds, planets outside our reach where life could possibly find roots.
(Le mie risposte alle grandi domande, S. Hawking – Rizzoli 2018) If that is
the case, it is not said that these extraterrestrials – from ours or other
universes - are more evolved than we are. As far as I know, we have still
no evidence of such a thing.
If we had met forms of life from other worlds it would have meant that,
having succeeded in coming to us, they would have been more evolved
than we are. As it is, we may say that, since we have not seen them, either
they do not exist, or they have not reached us, yet.
Or, “Aliens” are in contact with some dominant earthly Caste who do
not see it appropriate to let us know it.
In the light of the above and considering the many incomprehensible
phenomena that remain unanswered, including the innumerable constructions that no one knows how and by whom were made, the only
alternative left is to continue investigating. (Earth’s lost civilization, G. Hancock – Hodder&Stoughton 2019)
We must chase and snatch all those additional responses not coming by
themselves.
Only by getting to know more plausible versions, one can hope to find a
way finally illuminated by other immanent answers.
Progression of languages and technique occurred through centuries may
represent an issue. Scientific evolution involves a constant need to invent
new words to explain new discoveries, new solutions and new ways of
thinking. The diatribes on the translations of the ancient writings are still
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nourishing philology, semantics and etymology. (ved. Dizionari di S. Dedola
– Bibbia di M. Biglino)
The ancient writer of millennia ago had a limited number of words at disposal. It is obvious that he felt the necessity to invent new words every
time something was observed for the first time or struck his imagination.
To better explain what he had seen, he could put together a sequence of
terms that gave an idea of the experienced event.
For example, observing an object of light moving fast in the air, this ancestor of ours could have said, “I saw a fire-like bird shaped like a hut
going very fast in the sky”.
Whoever reads these stories today, is brought to think they sound like
childish tales, but we can’t really say if they are or if they are naïve descriptions of much more complicated events.
This may explain the diversity of versions of the same script and, I add,
this also may apply to the different forms of art that often appear as
real incognita.
I think that the only valid path to be pursued is to search and re-search,
chasing with humility those versions that have a common ground.
This said, let’s imagine that…
The indefinite, timeless Vacuum contained different temperature zones
(no one can know what there was before the Singularity, since neither “before”
nor “after” existed) and these thermic variety triggered a kind of transmutation with extensive circular movements and condenses. (S. Hawking
writes that all the events that preceded the Big Bang are not ascertainable,
since there is no way to measure space or time).
Condensation and thermal dryness combined with vibrating crystallization formed minerals that, following a process of agglomeration, became
then metals.
These wandering lumps, frayed by grinding gravitational and magnetic
forces, clashed and assembled, becoming planets and then galaxies. The
length of all this process is not ours to know, nor has it the least importance, since the time as we conceive it did not exist.
The galaxies in their giant circular motion, the only possible in space,
gave origin to a number of astral phenomena, which constitute the universe to which we belong, still expanding.
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This universe we live within could have been originated by an explosion,
called Big Bang, the matter of which, once reached the border of physical
law, collapsed into the first Singularity.
This could have happened several times, giving birth to a few universes
of different dimensions, like soap bubbles.
Attraction, Movement, Clash, Clutch between elements generated heat
and thermals thermic phenomena in the general sense of the term is
everything. Then, as it often happens, theories are refuted and updated.
Nowadays Science found different explanations for the Big Bang, but we
are going to talk later about this again.
As far as living forms are concerned, the theory is that we are the result of billions of years of evolution, achieved through the changes of
structure made by a single cell following its own, individual time. Evolution continued then according to the environment where each cell lived,
leading to the definition of different forms.
To this we must add that, due to natural cataclysms, all forms of life have
undergone severe selection.
Natural events such as the falling of meteors, giant eruptions, tectonic
settlements and glaciations have led not only to random selection, but
also to the extinction of many species.
The first to surrender were the biggest ones, slow and hardly able to find
shelter. Often versatility, agility and cunning turned out to be essential for
survival, so, over the centuries intelligence prevailed the power of strength.
Transcendence focuses on creation, a vibrating force (to which many
names and identities have been given) that shaped the individual species
from nothing. This not necessarily happened on Earth, it may have happened somewhere else and then conveyed here by still unknown means.
The third option is a steered creation and evolution
Once cells were created, they underwent their natural evolution and
then genetic manipulation by unknown and unidentifiable intelligences,
thus giving start to a more evolved creature.
These theories are the result of human reflection, and it was thanks to
this and to freedom of thought that we got to this point.
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Here is what might have happened according to ancient stories engraved
on clay tablets 5500 years ago. (Le cronache terrestri rivelate, Z. Sitchin –
Piemme Edizioni 2010)
During one of many days about half a million years ago, while life, on our
then magnificent planet, was placidly and ingeniously evolving, they, living
being unknown to us and here mentioned as AlChi, landed on Earth, most
probably fascinated by the colors that our world was projecting into the
darkness of the solar system.
They came from a complicated planet that had had an orbit around our
Sun for thousands of terrestrial years. In their world, the atmosphere
was becoming more and more incompatible with their life, and this required a high-tech action or a new land to be conquered.
Our Earth was at that time generous in nature, and the AlChi (acronym
for:“extra-human intelligence”), once explored its ground and especially its
underground, decided to stay.
Thinking about it, as the AlChi had their own atmosphere, I believe they might
have not fully appreciated our oxygen-rich air.
Their features were like ours, but very tall, of white candied skin, with
kinky white hair.
(We would call them Albino Giants. Ancient texts call them Nephilim)
The AlChi, called deities by our ancestors, were divided into castes, led by
a Chief whose appearance was hidden to the multitude. When he appeared, floating in the air in his transparent capsule, his face was concealed
behind a bright mask. He was gifted with dominant powers and armaments emitting disintegrating light beams. The same type of weapons,
although less powerful, was also used by members of the lower caste.
The AlChi (“extra-human intelligence”), leader had a significant number
of descendants and affiliates acting as Delegate Governors, which we call
ArGos (acronym for “Area Governors”), who were responsible for controlling delimited areas.
The ArGos too, had strong powers and were extremely advanced in genetics, biology, physics and mining engineering. They were responsible of organizing territorial strategies and chose times, ways and places to operate.
Their appearance was hidden to our species, but they could shift to different shapes, performing a sort of camouflage.
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Thus, started most of mythology.
The Governors commanded a group of generals, here mentioned as StraLes. (acronym for “strategy executor and messengers”)
StraLes moved in the air in noisy capsules of light and they gave instructions to miners, controlled the outcome of any activity and managed their affiliates.
Some StraLes had a peaceful approach, believed in rational solutions, and
could deal with appropriate improvements; some other were impassive
to peaceful coexistence as their cellular system did not contain this information.Their decisions were taken and applied without evaluating the
consequences.
It is the familiar, eternal law of duality that triggers any event.
ArGos intervened, when necessary, using terrestrial elements such as water, fire, air, gravity and electromagnetism as deterrent. By amplifying the
natural effects of those forces, they inspired awe and submission.
They possessed technologies and machinery with which they easily drilled the hardest soil, looking for gold, the hypnotizing metal. Silver and
other metals were also mined, evidently needed to achieve their goals.
In those days the AlChi were dominant and the metal extraction became
so intense that it caused serious problems of survival to miners, whose
bodies, after millennia of work, needed exhausting and increasingly intense periods of rehabilitation.
This situation caused seditions and uprisings among castes.
What was the real function of those metals?
Why did they give priority to the extraction of ore, less attractive than
pure air, mild climate, sea, mountains, vegetation, and all the wonderful,
peaceful beings that inhabited our planet then?
It must have been to give priority to something vital for them (gold may
be used in medicaments: colloidal gold, for instance, is used to treat degenerative diseases).
For hypothetical answers to these questions we can turn to the translation of ancient writings that, partly by chance and partly by the obstinacy
of some, arrived on to us.
Translations of ancient texts help us to hypothesize what might have
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happened millennia ago. (Le Cronache terrestri rivelate, Z- Stilchin Piemme
Edizioni 2010)
According to such translations, metals were pulverized and vaporized in the
environment so to sterilize habitat and prevent spreading of viruses. During
these operations, AlChi leaders kept at a distance from the Earth’s surface,
as they were not sure whether they were susceptible to viruses or not.
I suppose they somehow had protocols to protect themselves from
inhaled infections. It goes without saying that their subordinates were genetically modified to better adapt to earth conditions. Such genetic modifications, however, made them feel weaker in their own environment.
Metals were also used, once appropriately prepared, to create a barrier in
the atmosphere of their world, so to ward off deadly substances that came
from space and to avoid dispersion of heat, a defense against air pollution
and climatic cataclysms. (“il giorno degli dei” di Z. Sitchin – Piemme 2006)
One day, the time came for the AlChi to make a choice between the lives
of their miners and the resources that would save their world.
They looked around and decided to find among the species that inhabited our planet some that could replace their miners.
The first searches were made in the forests close to mines, where potentially suitable creatures proliferated.
We can guess the area as Eastern-Central Africa.
Thus, they began anatomic, biological and genetic experiments on different creatures.
It took thousands of land-years to achieve some result.
Taking the strength of an orangutan and crossing it with the agility of a
chimpanzee was not enough, it was necessary for this new Being to be
nourished properly and to get a stable mental development. This would
grant strength and balance to stand upright and use hands to hold working tools, and the ability to understand language and consequently be
aware of the instructions received.
So, incredible births due to unnatural crossbreeds began to be seen. Several living species intertwined, giving birth to hybrids with bodies made
up of multiple arms, equine with human busts, felines with wings of birds
of prey, and more. These hybrids then generated other hybrids. All these
tryouts tell us that things proceeded tentatively.
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(I believe that nowadays genetic manipulation and cloning experiments continue, disguised as research and development. Who knows how many strange
creatures live locked away somewhere?)
So much mythology in all this!
Myths were born long before writing, and their core is made of rules of
coexistence, observation of inexplicable phenomena and new discoveries. If they were coated in supernatural, recounted by excellent storytellers and updated generation after generation, there is no wonder that,
once writing became an option, a few-verse myth turned into a poem.
Myths need to be read and re-read, to get closer and closer to the seed-idea, the one explaining new visions, new solutions and new rules of
life. (Il potere del mito, J. Campbell – Betty Sue Flowers 1988)
Thus, the wildest and most violent expression of hybrids started to inhabit our world. Despite of the chaos, AlChi did not stop, they had figured
out various chances of success, and they continued genetic re-elaboration. In fact, the results obtained were increasingly successful. In addition
to walking upright, the new beings proved to be of adequate intelligence
and initiative, and their larynx developed to the point of articulating a
wide range of sounds.
The first new beings, which we call “hominids”, worked in mines. They
were used to hard labor and to sudden death, and for them a female
partner was developed. Soon they strengthened themselves, improving
their intellect with solutions that extended their lives. In addition to this,
their offspring became more and more evolved and resolute.
The living conditions in the mines were not the main jeopardy for the
new species: more worrying were the assaults to their families on the
surface by the raiding hybrids ravaging and running wild.
To contain the disarray the ArGos built hundreds of circular stone fences
throughout the mining territory in Africa (Temples of the African Gods, M.
Tellinger – Zulu Planet Publichers 2010).These constructions served not only
as protective barriers but also as energy centers for the shipping of metals.
Their former miners now lived on the earth surface, not only in defense of the Hominids families, but also to carry out the mining resources
transshipment tasks to their cargo in the air.
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It seemed to be an optimal balance, but the hybrids increased indiscriminately, and reached such a number, that the AlChi doubted to be able to
control them and began to plan a partial desertion of our world. It was
time to return to their planet, implementing its and their own species’
protection with the ore dug from the mines.
To actualize the departure, they had a deadline and windows of time to
catch the moment propitious to sling into the proper space orbit.
Decisions were therefore to be taken by the leaders, everything had to
be programmed by calculating how and when to implement the ballistic
departure. (Il giorno degli Dei, Z. Sitchin – Piemme 2006)
Once ready, the AlChi (extra-human) left on our Earth a few hundred ArGos (“area governors”) and StraLes (“strategy executor”), chosen among
the upper caste and close to the dominant family. With no doubt they
were the best biologists, genetic engineers and military strategists, capable to ensure the development of a form of life that could be used as
a bridge for further contacts or even a return.
Their departure marked the beginning of a new era.
The ArGos noticed that the evolution of the hominids was too slow and
decided to speed up the process, studying and testing further genetic
modifications. This decision brought results very quickly and shortly a
new man, wiser and more skilled, was dominating with his intelligence
over all other living species. At the same moment, they tried to wipe
from Earth the chaos generated by the hybrids, whose aberrant nature
could not be controlled.
Years passed and human females became more and more pleasant, and
the ArGos took as many as they wanted (Genesis, 6). This new and exhilarating experience inebriated the ArGos and made the time on Earth
more pleasant. In addition, humans with some characteristics of AlChi
came to the light.
These new forms of life had the somatic features of their earthly mothers,
together with a greater intelligence and a deep sense of domination.
Many of them were taller than average. Today we would call them giants.
This phenomenon could explain the mystery of many ancient constructions of
which, still nowadays, we know neither the builders nor the building technology.
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(Secret story of the AnunnaKi, M.Tellinger - Bear&Company 2002)
In my country there are islands where those giants lived, but this story
was kept hidden as well as their tombs. Stories and findings intentionally
hidden, because in contrast with the orthodox culture. (I Giganti ed il mistero delle origini, l. Charpentier – L’età dell’acquario Edizioni 2007)
Fate, however, wanted tombs with human skeletons of giants to be found,
witnesses of fascinating stories that should be part of our legacy.
Another reason why giant tracks are so few is that there were violent
conflicts and AlChi’s military supremacy greatly reduced their number.
These fascinating stories – contained in ancient poems - suggest us parallelisms between the so-called sacred texts, in myths, and in that branch
of archeology considered irreverent and unacceptable.
To all this we can add the several artifacts found in many archeological
sites, of which no one can explain the technologies, if not taking into
consideration the existence of living creatures more powerful than we
are told. (Archeologia dell’impossibile, R.Volterri Hera books 2005)
We can even date them, but when we think in terrestrial terms, we do
not have any answers to the type of technique used. (Atlante dei luoghi
Misteriosi, Istituto geografico de Agostini – 1988 e Gli ultimi misteri della terra
- Reader’s digest, 1977)
In such cases the old academic world speaks of mysteries, but if we accept the possible interventions of the AlChi-Sapiens, everything becomes
more understandable.
It goes without saying that those who built these artifacts had the technology to do so. But as how and why they were made, the answer from
cultural orthodoxy is that they are “mysterious wonders”.
Accepting that the ArGos had the ability to move between continents, we
realize the similarities between constructions erected in different parts
of the world and displaying similar construction techniques and layout,
from Egypt to South Africa, from South America to the Pacific, from Mesopotamia to India, from Lebanon to Turkey and Europe.
Looking at these artifacts without the filters of a certain culture, they all
have a common logic: see for example the thousands of pyramids and
the hundreds of miles of underground city-galleries on Earth. (Scoperte
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archeologiche non autorizzate” edizioni punto d’incontro 2010 M.Pizzuti)
These city-galleries could well be home for those more peaceful and
rationally intelligent living beings. Here, they could find shelter during
period of danger, both from indiscriminate attacks of hybrid forms, and
from glacial phenomena or devastating eruptions. (Mio caro Neanderthal,
S. Candemi e F. Savatier – Bollati Boringhieri 2018)
Returning to the ArGos and StraLes left on Earth after the departure of the AlChi, they shared, and still share, with us genetics and experience of the world.
Their DNA continues its path in the Sapiens species, and this could
explain why, at certain points in millennia, geniuses inexplicably appear.
I believe that some among the ArGos left on our world, became aware that,
within new humans, now more efficient, an unexpected power was raising.
A prevailing strength stronger than their weapons, a force that divides
and reunite at the same time, a force that generates eternity and gives
delight in living, an invisible energy that can materially destroy.
Love for the sake of love was born.
A new vitality, the result of chemistry and magic between two living beings, that takes control of mind and body to generate life.
When this frenzy begins, the transmutation from invisible magic to obsession occurs.
It is a kind of alchemy that makes us self-aware, that attracts us to the
most suitable partner.
Love takes away your gravity, and that means being freed from all bonds
and impediments. If it is not so, that is no love, that is mutual entertainment.
Love also means being ready to instinctively sacrifice life for one another,
and this was a power unknown to the AlChi, who were disrupted by the
discovery of it not only at that moment, but in all the events to come.
Love “Love” is not just a feeling, it is a pure spiritual will that survives the matter.
Matter can be broken, but nothing can be done against a loving soul.
Its strength is simply in its inner nature of inseparable determination.
Men do not decide to love or not, they fall in love. Same thing is for death, no one decides to die, he dies.
Here is an aspect of everyday life, described by a Greek Philosopher a
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few millennia ago. He writes that during a dinner at a friend’s house, all
participants were explaining the origin of the magnetic attraction between two living beings. One of them, a famous comedian and man of culture, gave his version:
“... my friends, at the beginning of our living existence, we were not single creatures, as today, but beings made by two powerful combined bodies. We were
glued back to back, had two heads and could move quickly in every direction,
since we had four legs and four arms. Double in strength, we had three possible combinations:
- Two men
- Two women
- Man and woman
The reason we were ultimately separated by our half is that we had too much
grown in arrogance and the Olympic deities, offended by this attitude, ordered
for us to be split forever.
So, we are now as we are - destined to an eternal quest for the lost partner.
Each and every time we find our missing half, the sensation of returning to one
flesh, of being complete once again, makes us experience that magic that we
call Love (Simposium, Plato).
Besides being an emotion, love is a force that acts regardless of sex. It
has its origin in a combination of chemicals nowadays well explained by
biochemistry. (Perché amiamo, H. Fisher – Corbaccio 2004)
What a wonderful existential answer.
LuLe tells us that “IPPA” wanted to create a mechanism that could give an
irresistible impulse to continuity. To do so, the accumulation of experiences
caused by animating living beings, had to be compatible with all the forms of
life animated by the same energy.
But this did not occur always.
It happened and it happens that as energy brings with it the experience of
previous animations, sometimes they are not perfectly compatible with the new
matter. A male energy patrimony in a female body or vice versa, will cause a
cellular dyscrasia followed by physical and behavioral complications.
Some forms of life are not materially compatible with the characteristics of
the energy that animates them.There are more male or female life forms than
those still in the process of being defined, if ever definition should be achieved
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(Tibetan Bards and reincarnation).
If those potential forms of life are not evident in our time, it is only because the
energies aimed at them have not returned, yet.
It is not discriminations, just randomness (it reminds me of S. Hawking contradicting Einstein and saying that “God throws the dice”).
To this regard LuLe says that unspecified forms, due to their hectic search for
identity, are the most sensitive.
Yes, but why did this happen? Is it possible that “IPPA” was doing something
wrong?
The answer is No.
All this happens just to avoid the coexistence of too many compatible forms
of life and thus the continuity they could generate. By doing so, an exponential
increase of living being is avoided.
Love, this new self-conscious strength, was crucial to finally face the issue
of the hybrids.
Those inhumane living forms, together with human cultural incapacity to
exercise free will, the high rate of mortality (also due to the inadequate
mechanical expansion of the birth canal), were of obstacle to the development of a stable human society.
A radical intervention was needed to eliminate those indefinable and destabilizing forms of life and to start a new order and a new, neater, society.
The solution was not easy to find. The area to be reclaimed was vast
and increasingly difficult to control and, once evaluated the various possibility, the ArGos chose to use the most available and versatile element,
water. The areas to be flooded, as a matter of fact, had large rivers and
countless streams.
The descriptions traced in ancient texts and the many archaeological and
geological findings tell us that the preparation took place on two fronts.
(The power of Myth, J. Champbell – Betty Sue Flowers 1988)
- one, save and protect the Species to obtain which they had worked for
millennia, also in reason of the possible return of their AlChi leaders;
- two, create floating structures or high-hill areas, suitable for hosting
specimens of this human, animal and vegetal multitude.
The choice of what living beings had to be preserved was based not only
on their physical aspect, but also by their role in an ideal food chain.
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They planned the possible deviation of the course of the major rivers in
the designed areas and the signal of the most favorable moment for this
extraordinary journey was given by the natural happening of events.
A combined phenomenon of apocalyptic eruptions from the center of
Great Green (the Mediterranean) and the fall of the meteorites occurred.
The sky was darkened by the dust and a long period of torrential rains
with consequent rising of the water level followed. The ArGos, having
recovered what they had planned to, waited for the purification to come
to an end in safer places on Earth.
So started the adventure of the living species as we know them today,
still traveling in space on board the Earth ship. We are the result of an
almost impossible evolution, made of randomness among other things.
Hundreds of thousands of bodies of hybrid creatures born from new
women and non-terrestrial fathers drowned or were devoured by marine species.
Their lifeless bodies nourished not only all the creatures of the sea, but
also fertilized the emerged lands for a long time.
This flood, or pseudo-defrosting age, has become the most popular story,
written and recounted by all people to entertain and warn youngsters
during the long winter nights. So it was, and so it will continue to be in
the years to come.
How long did all this last? How long could they survive with the limited
food stock? We cannot know it.
But one day it ended, sky went back to its heavenly colors, dawn to its
pink, sunset to red hues.
The legend says that birds from the nearby coastline announced with
their cry that the landing was near.
The doorways opened up on high valleys, where vast fresh meadows
were waiting to be crumbled. The swarm of creatures to their environment was an unrepeatable show.
Hundreds of rock paintings show us, as in a catalogue, the world and
the forms of life of the after-flood, both in their appearance and in their
activities. These paintings of our first ancestor-artists can be considered
the set of the first movie ever shot.
The charm of Earth had returned: its mild climate, its green and blue
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scenery, its newly ordered inhabitants, all of this changed the ArGos profoundly. They disattended the provisions left by the AlChi and the fellowship between the ArGos, the StraLes and some Sapiens laid the foundations of our history.
From the book of Enoch:
And after some days my son Methuselah took a wife for his son Lamech, and
she became pregnant by him and bore a son. And his body was white as snow
and red as the blooming of a rose, and the hair of his head and his long locks
were white as wool, and his eyes beautiful. And when he opened his eyes, he
lighted up the whole house like the sun, and the whole house was very bright.
And thereupon he arose in the hands of the midwife, opened his mouth, and
conversed with the Lord of righteousness. (…) and the earth shall be cleansed
from all impurity. (…) And this son who has been born unto you shall be left
on the earth, and his three children shall be saved with him: when all mankind
that are on the earth shall die he and his sons shall be saved. And now make
known to thy son Lamech that he who has been born is in truth his son, and
call his name Noah.
At this point, the ArGos hybridized new grains and new plants with their
advanced bio-genetic knowledge, producing a more adequate nourishment for the new humanity.
The use of vine, legumes and other vegetable varieties spread around, and
to convey the genetic purity of the forefather, stepsiblings on mothers’
side conceived new descendants.
Besides making the new forms of nutrition compatible, the ArGos or who
for them, also used genetics for healing.
Let us find out who is the programmer, and how he updates the system.
Sticking to computer jargon, we can say that energies who animate us are
ROM environments and cannot undergo any modification. They are part
of what science calls Zero-point energy field, an endless ocean of energy.
The pairing and the interaction with this field seems random, but it is
not, it is the non-randomness that reaches, unnoticed, its recipients.
Eureka bursts out when a great number of energies bearing the same
characteristic are grouped together.
Sapiens lives are connected to IPPA – for better or for worse – by enti26

ties I call StraLes (“strategy executor”).
A Sapiens with no basic memory is like a computer without ROM instructions: he is thoughtless and malfunctioning.
IPPA is the quantum programmer who, with its vital thrills, provides meaning to its existence by animating us.
To this, Sapiens add their own free will, that is RAM instructions, behavior programs.
Could we recreate the evolution of living beings? Scientists hope to be
able, sooner or later, to send bacteria on other planets, so to observe
their evolution.
Try to imagine, for a moment, what would it be living at the same moment in different worlds with ROM instructions. Our life would be a sort
of instantaneous bio-neural entanglement with our clones and traveling
with traditional transport would be an outdated memory.
Meanwhile, we could learn how to better interact with the vibrations of
matter and dark energy, exactly in the same way than mind vibrations of
the first artists were conveyed into their works.
The same it is likely to be with frequency irradiated through firm conviction or unswerving faith, that could trigger the healing of cell disarray.
Such a thing would definitely confirm that the “Zero-point energy field”
is nothing else than creative spirit.
This is the automatism that, once understood, is going to make the difference in human history.
We live between flashes of true transcendence and healing, and blazes
of excess that distort cells harmony. (Preghiere per guarire, M.Oman - Armenia Edizioni 1999) (Il sonno, Il sogno, La Morte, T. Gyatso the Dalai Lama
– Neri Pozza Editore 2000)
He who finds a good balance between these two forces, will live longer
and healthier.
It goes without saying that, whoever created and made possible this mechanism, lives in the Whole.
Ancient texts often recount of deities who conceived offspring with
terrestrial women, and thus continued the descent of the so-called demi-deities (Hercules, Aeneas, Perseus and others). ArGos were increasingly
attracted by the result of their manipulations, up to the stage of feeling
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affection and love.This became one of the most relevant cause of conflict
among both ArGos and StraLes.
The latter were messengers who often traveled on noisy vehicles, fading
in clouds and contrails of light. (Veda, Biblico Ezechiele, Astonavi del Sinai,
Z. Sitchin)
These stories experienced by ancient peoples are stories of massive
emigration conducted by ArGos, made of unbelievable schemes and parallelisms, where we read about births from women not conventionally
inseminated.Yes, but why was it so?
Answer:
It was not materially possible, and as an additional value mysterious births were more convincing and/or considered divine.
This means that the AlChi males were not compatible with Sapiens females.
But the ArGos or the StraLes, could impregnate a female body with their
consent. It was a kind of assisted insemination but from the inside.
All this new life functioned, it only required a final touch: something that
created addiction was needed.
Something that could be the solution to crisis of solitude and pain.
Something that could be the answer when thinking of the “Beyond”.
Someone willing to listen to our desperation when everything seemed
irreversibly lost. A feeling of transcendence, faith on the mystery of life.
Something that, in the case of disobedience to the rules established by
ArGos, created fear of eternal punishment in the afterlife.Who could ever
return from the underworld to tell what really happens there?
A painless addiction needed to be caused, a “Faith”.
But let us take a step back, when the AlChi leaving the Earth had designated the place and the ethnic group that each ArGos was assigned to unify
and govern.
There were three ArGos heirs, and to ensure that these sites were well
identified, they began massive ethnic movements and adjustments.
This phenomenon created a bit of language disorder, but it also produced progress, as the intertwining of the differences, summed up in an
organic system.
In this case the migratory flows went toward Sunset. (“occidente” means
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West “the land of sunset”) They were pushed by the lust for unknown and
adventure, but also by the conviction that following the Sun meant chasing life, light, and mystery (Sapiens, J. Harari – Bompiani 2014)
Many of them went from Mesopotamia towards the Great Green, finding a
river like the one they knew in their motherland and settling down there.
Those ancient people, here called FaPes (acronym for “Semites”), were meant to be assigned to the various ArGos (area governors) because they
were known to be impetuous, intelligently tenacious and of monotheistic
tendency.
A new demography was emerging, and our history was beginning.
Well, everything seemed to come to the best, until contrasts and angers
about the distribution of lands started to burst out among ArGos, who,
to avoid losing control over land and people, did not hesitate to use
what were, for terrestrials, unconventional weapons. Burning winds blew,
rocks melted, life was annihilated in all the areas affected by the war.
ArGos wanted, still want today, and perhaps forever will want, the control
of a land improperly promised to FaPes. A land whose allocation and
borders have never been precisely established.
The Land of NaLa. (acronym for “the biblical ethnicity of Jacob”)
NoMe (acronym for ”JHW”) was the ArGos appointed for last. There was
no sound that could be uttered to call his name, and he was the unhappiest of all three.
LuLe recounts that the AlChi, at the very last moment before leaving the
Earth, remembered of NoMe, and decided to entrust him with the immense task of uniting some exiled tribes living in the desert and of giving
them a homeland.
Soon the unification process developed in all its turbulence. (exodus, La
Bibbia CED 2006 Corriere della Sera)
People destined to NaLa’s land were hard to keep under control and
turning them into a nation required all the dynamism of NoMe. His resolution came from the promise the AlChi made to him, that the land of
NaLa was going to be exceptionally energetic, fertile and strategically
dominant.
The AlChi knew very well that area, since it had been the hub for their
expeditions on our world. (Le astronavi del Sinai, Z. Sitchin – Piemme Edi29

zioni 2011)
NoMe began to control these tribes by adopting indirect strategies. He
did not intend to show himself to them; he would choose someone to
speak in his stead, so to infuse fear and be considered divine.
He chose as leader a man of great culture and undoubted reliability (Il
Falso Testamento, M. Biglino – Mondadori 2016), a man whom we call TemLe
(acronym for “Moshe”), who came on the stage of history with an epic birth, meant to feed mystery and expectations. He landed on the bank of a
river, floating in a basket, like Marduk before him and Romulus and Remus.
Of his youth, not much is known. He was certainly educated at the court
of a noble family, and this allowed him to follow the doctrines reserved
only to the clergy of this powerful country, devoted to polytheism but
also acquainted with monotheism and trinitarian function.
In this environment, (the Egyptian civilization), TemLe learned sciences
such as astronomy, the phenomenon of magnetic fields, vital energies
applied to medicine, alchemy and architecture.
His inclination to learning made him a true charismatic master and leader.
It must be said that the clergy of this civilization consisted of powerful
priests. They practiced total control over the transcendental life of their
own rulers. The sophisticated clerical strategies applied at court drew
the regents to make them believe they were deities and to live for the
most of their lives locked in their palaces, their ego cocooned by luxury,
comfort, entertainment, pleasure and the best teachers.
The rare appearances they made in public were so dazzling, that they
created wonder and submission.
The temples were very rich, they received money and real estate donations, precious votive offerings, tax breaks, thus becoming real financial
institutions.
It goes without saying that the megalomaniac rulers in turn, to maintain
their status, had a tremendous need for money. The mega-constructions
they needed to justify their pseudo-divinity were very expensive. And
here the circle closed, as the only solutions were loans from and compromises with the clergy.
In addition to this, if we add the control that temples exercised over
innumerable and inert proselytes, the picture of why the people had a
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miserable life becomes a true high definition show.
Once adult, TemLe learned he did not belong to the family who had raised him, nor to the people who had educated him. He had then to leave
the country he did not belong to. But how? He reported he had a vision,
a transcendental power ordering him to go with his people to another
land (this same thing happened also in Mesopotamia under the rule of Cyrus
the Great).
That said, he prepared to leave the place that for decades had housed,
nurtured and educated him.
TemLe took his family and a number of relatives, and the emigration began, emptying the country’s productive power.
At this point, the ruler of the country he was leaving did whatever in his
power to prevent this massive departure. TemLe became so the reason
of repeated calamities – actually caused by ArGos - and only after some of
these disastrous phenomena he was allowed to leave with his multitude.
On the way to NaLa, TemLe met with the other tribes to whom he had
been assigned as a guide, and it was only at this point that he realized the
enormous deed he had to face: convincing such an ungovernable multitude to become a People, the People, would only be possible with the
help of NoMe, but in the first he needed a hierarchy, a chain of command,
to instill confidence in this people-to-be. The drawback of this was that
enforcing rules of coexistence where there had never been caused turmoil, and whenever this happened, Temle asked NoMe to come forward
and show his power.
But NoMe always answered in the same way “I cannot, because if I ever
was in your sight, that would be the very last thing you saw”. So, if NoMe
could not revel himself, how a direct testimony of his existence (or nonexistence) would be possible? There is no reply to this, only death.
The meetings between NoMe and TemLe took place in isolated locations,
far away from the crowd’s gaze. One of these conversations, carried
out on a mount in the middle of the desert, surrounded by silence and
transcendental imagination, became a milestone. Here, NoMe appeared
to TemLe in harmless form. The ancient texts say that, while immersed in
meditation, TemLe perceived a presence. He kept ascending the mount,
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finding himself wrapped in a cloud and after some days he heard NoMe’s
voice. He, NoMe, knew well the challenges TemLe was facing to keep order among his people and carefully listened to the rules TemLe thought
would bring order and guarantee coexistence.Those very same rules are
nowadays the foundation of civil coexistence for most of humanity. Since
then, though, something has changed: today punishments are no longer
the dreaded consequences of those days, ergo, rigid rules have become
vague suggestions.
According to ancient stories, it was after these events that a common
monotheistic belief was born, a faith which convinced this new caste
they had a privileged destiny.
To better understand what happened, do not forget the transcendental
preparation that TemLe had had during his youth. The country that hosted him had then a state-of-the-art religious system. (Wonders of Egypt
E. Sands – Ramses J.Tyldesley – Egyptian antiquities 2005)
From the clergy, TemLe had learned what happened during the post-mortem journey. The instances and the behavior of the departed were reported to deities through the clergy in a sort of confession. His moral
integrity and respect of the rules would be then judged, tracing his destiny in the afterlife.
TemLe conveyed most of the behaviors considered appropriate in the new
system of rules, officially codifying what had been, so far, spontaneous.
After the epic encounter with NoMe, TemLe went back to his people
with the new rules, but he found that, in his absence, they had attempted
a rebellion, cast a golden statue and worshipped it as their god. Now
NoMe had to help TemLe with iron fist.
From that very moment until the arrival in the land of NaLa, death penalty became the punishment for insubordination. Harsh, perhaps, but still
effective in uniting the people under one faith and common ideals.
Human history was stiffened with the idea that men were free to determine their mundane life, but also that the AlChi reserved for themselves
to decide their ultimate destiny.
That was brilliant.
Nevertheless, settling in the land designated to be their home was not
easy. Nomadic people with their same claims, led by other ArGos of the
same rank as NoMe, lived there, and the ethnic fight to determine to whom
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NaLa had been assigned is still filling the pages of books and newspapers.
Are the ArGos still in conflict?
Yes, since after all those millennia, they still cannot prevail over each other.
Those were not the sole hostilities on the shores of the Great Green: in
the same age a great and epic war was about to break out among populations living on the North-East coast.
Almost at the same time, a great and epic war broke out among living
populations in the Northeast of the Great Green.
An ethnic group we can name “The Guardians of the Strait” (Trojans) had
built a fortress citadel at the mouth of the canal that unites the Great
Green to the Black Sea. From this position they imposed on all vessels in
transit the payment of a pecuniary tax or a forced withdrawal of goods. It
was not a coastal guard, but under the payment of a fee they guaranteed
to merchants a safer navigation.
This forced contribution, apart from the ethical aspect, if there ever had
been one, caused considerable economic losses for the trade of the various independent states that flourished on the shores of the Great Green.
To better focus how important was the Black Sea destination, it has to
be noticed that on these shores were the ports of access to the richest
and most developed Eurasian and Middle East markets.
Giving a halt to this un-official taxation operated by The Strait Guardians
required a common action by the leaders of the different city-states and
the commercial fleet lenders.
No doubts, the citadel of the Strait had to be neutralized, but without
declaring war openly. It was necessary to lead the guards of the strait to
commit a serious wrongdoing.
A meeting was then called, and in it took part valued strategists and
trusted advisors representing the courts of the Great Green city-states,
and a decisive step was taken. The kind of action undertaken may sound
a little trivial, but it proved to be extremely effective.
The youngest and fiery of the Strait Guardian’s princes was singled out
and invited to pay a visit to one of the most evolved cities on the Great
Green. Here, lived a queen of legendary beauty and irresistible demeanor. A poet wrote that she was of “anesthetizing beauty”.
When the famous Italian writer, playwright, director and screenwriter Andrea
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Camilleri, who became blind at the age of almost 90, received the title of
professor emeritus at the university of TorVergata, he spoke of female beauty
saying:“the thing that most displeases me of my subsequent blindness, is not to
be able to contemplate female beauty “ Donne”, A. Camilleri – Rizzoli 2014.)
The husband King (Menelaus) of this rare beauty was more than aware of this strategy but, although reluctantly, played well his role so that
everything could be accomplished, for the sake of his own and other peoples. A few months passed, and then the royal guest (Paris) was received
with all honors. Here, after some formal pleasantries, he learned of the
sudden departure of the King: one of his noble allies had died on a nearby island few days of sailing away, and he had to honor with his presence
the royal funeral.
Left alone to the attentions of the gorgeous queen, it did not take long
for the prince to feel completely involved and to plan to elope to the city
on the Strait, as in a fiction drama. Eros had anesthetized the rationality
of the handsome Prince who, young and red-blooded, had unconsciously
just triggered his motherland ruin.
The queen gave her consent to the elopement, acutely foreseen when
the prince had been invited, and it, considered an unforgivable offense,
was the spark for the consequent expedition. The armies of all the city-states involves joined forces to punish the betrayal of a woman, avenge the offence to hospitality and the violation of the honor of one of the
allied king-partner.
It was brilliant, the Guardians of the Strait were now living on borrowed
time.
The conflict was epic and long, and was reported as the “History of Stories” (Iliad and Odissey).
Thus, a well-articulated revenge, falsely based on the honor of one of the
giant leaders, was fought for the triumph of profit.
It was the War for antonomasia, a conflict meant to eliminate a tribe
controlling a strategic point of the Great Green.
Even in this case, the factions involved were supported by the various
ArGos, who made them believe they were truly on their sides.As a matter
of fact, everything was already predestined.
The details of this conflict were reported by a great poet, blind man, who
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lived a few centuries later. He belonged to the most intelligent civilization
known to us, and his writings have significant parallelisms with previous
stories, talked by poets living in the East, in Middle East and in Northern
Europe.All those stories’ leitmotiv is nostalgia, that sentiment that forces
heroes to return to their country, to their home, to their own family.
Return is not only an action, but a feeling and a reward in itself.
(Just a reflection: Virgil wrote of Aeneas, son of Venus and Anchises, cousin of
Paris, who left Troy after it was annihilated, and landed on the shores of Central
Italy. Here, he married Lavinia, daughter of the local king, and together with her
give birth to Roman civilization. Once again, it is Eros to determine the course
of events.
If Menelaus had not agreed to give his wife up, Paris would have not been
invited, he would have not eloped with her, Troy would have not been leveled,
Aeneas would have not left, and Rome would have not been founded. Or, at
least, not in the same way.)
These intentionally recycled similarities have simply been adapted to the
times going by. And this might have well happened with the so-called
sacred or inspirational texts.
A very engaging similarity, found in different sources, is about sacrificial
procedures. The victims required were always the same. Newborn humans and animals, oxen, goats, lambs and more. And the same was the
butchery procedure (Leviticus 7:2-10 Illiad 2: 420 Odissey 12: 360)
- Drain the blood of victims up to the last drop (Genesi 9:4).
- Burn the fats of precise anatomical parts (thighs, kidneys, liver, intestines)
until they are consumed.
- Add specific herbs and substances creating as much smoke and aroma
as possible.
- Have at disposal during rituals large quantities of alcohol, to drink or to
spray on roasted meats.
The fumes generated by what had been burned, if inhaled, had calming
and analgesic power, inebriating both ArGos and their priests.
According to ancient writings, all this was performed daily and regulated
by very detailed provisions.
- but why these calming procedures? Were they excited and in need of
quietness and control?
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Yes, both ArGos and clergy, breathing aromatic fumes, felt appeased as if
they were doped.
Further confirmation of these procedures is found in some Oriental
philosophies, whose ancient texts (Vedas) clearly mention that during
sacred ceremonies a specific animal fat, called clarified butter, is required.
Their religious system believes in the multiplicity of lives and reincarnation from previous experiences (as described in the first pages of this book,
where IPPA is the creator, the plasm energy to which everything returns to
be regenerate). Those who practice this discipline can purify and elevate
themselves spiritually, fleeing material life through the practice of fasting
and asceticism.
The transcendence of this belief is blended with the forces of nature.The
various levels of wisdom are achieved through meditative practice. The
so-called enlightened stages are very high, and it is this that states the
different clerical hierarchies.
But, sadly, the people who practice this transcendence live in a discriminating system. Their social life is governed by the fact that, being members of a system based on castes, they live in contradiction with their
peace-loving ideology.
A point of further contact can be found in the fact that their sacred texts
stress the role of gold, one of the possible uses of which was to sterilize
the environments in which ArGos and StraLes lived.
During the same centuries, other pseudo-spiritual systems were born in
more eastern locations. Here too, people wrote about leaders exceptionally gifted in wisdom and equity (Lao Tse – Confucius).
These writings are accurate ethical treatises on the rules of good coexistence and on how to relate to family, work, and governors.
The list of these civilizations with their evolutions is repetitive.They would
appear, proliferate, dominate, and then came to an end. What is left are
their technological and cultural goals, beneficial for humanity as a whole.
All these peoples, even though they did not know each other, wrote about the
same experiences. So, who could have generated the same learning in different
continents?
And why did most of these doctrines arose in two millennium only?
But I want to push further and, considering the psycho-existential pro36

blems that we are hitting, it is clear that there are still broad margins to
improve, both individually and collectively, physically and spiritually.
To what I have just written, I would like to add some thoughts on the
vanishing of individuals and of entire tribes, the fate of whom remains
still unknown.
These disturbing events could only be explained imagining that AlChi
occasionally withdrew humans to continue their studies and implement
their performances.
It has been for millennia, since the beginning of human life, that beings
with AlChi DNA have from time to time appeared on Earth.Their stories
are sometimes hidden in mythological legends, often made incomprehensible by classical culture. But if you read them using the spiral method,
scraping what is useless and misleading, proceeding from the shell to the
core, then you identify “the seed idea”.
Our evolution has exponentially conditioned the presence of the AlChi
or who for them, who, to continue to follow human events, had to disguise more and more. Scientific and cultural progress brought to light facts
and places up to now of exclusive dominion of their castes.
Today apparitions and experiments continue, and the manipulation of
new conceptions will create new humans.
The pathway of civilizations is to pursue new knowledge, to stay up to
date, and to adapt to the genetic exchanges of the massive emigration.
New sciences will give us new means of communication, to which new
transcendental goals will follow.
Transcendence is the constant that leads us to look beyond.
We must chase answers to the meaning of our lives, we must hope that
our story is useful. And again, I do not speak of a reason to live as the
ultimate aim, since it might not exist.
I cannot recall where I gathered it, but among the many writings I have read
and sometimes lived, what I find the most appropriate image of humanity
reason of life, is the one of the Earth as an altar traveling, not infinitely but in
the infinite. Humanity with its history has been, is and will be sacrificed on this
altar for the benefit of the future. Our lives and our experiences will not pass
in vain. It is the price that billions of living beings must pay so that the future
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can be lived in an existential Eden next to “IPPA” (it may sound not completely
sensible, but I cannot find anything that is more).
To look Beyond also implies somehow asking for help, and the AlChi were
well aware of this need, so mysterious phenomena regarding miraculous
events were used to create a powerful instrument of addiction and control: “Faith”
With faith, a strong need for charismatic referrals comes along. Someone who takes your worries, your doubts away, and that provides new
fulfilling answers. Somebody able to give certainty of being related to a
powerful and omnipotent will.
To this regard, I would like to mention a significant event that took place,
few millennia ago. A birth that still fills thousands of pages.
It is said that it was a StraLes who announced to a woman of NaLa her
mysterious pregnancy. Paternity belonged to supernatural, as in the most
beautiful mythological stories of previous civilizations (she was not a
princess, those were terrestrial values. LuLe tells us that IPPA’s infinite
wisdom chose to honor motherhood, not womanhood. To enhance his
experience, he wished to live in flesh and blood).
The advent of his prodigious incarnation took place in the land of NaLa,
and the signs of this unique and unrepeatable birth were noticed throughout Middle East.
Who was aware of it and why?
Why right there, in that specific area of the world under the jurisdiction
of NoMe?
And why NoMe did not want it to happen?
And why he was not there when it happened?
Once again, the evolution of new transcendental horizons updated and
renewed history. This time by a new, if not revolutionary, message.
He, the newborn, who we call “BaJe” (Jehoshua ben Josef), made things
inexplicable for most people.
He was pure Pre-AlChi energy, an energy that was there to witness the
uniqueness of the whole.
After millions of years from the beginning of life, after hundreds of thousands of years of ruthless and unnatural events, “IPPA” appeared in our
world as a Sapiens.
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For those willing to listen to it, a message of self-sacrifice and tolerance
for all, without distinction, was delivered, and they reached the awareness that the reason of life, is in imperfection, contrast, duality.
The true story is not of primary importance, as the true revolution lies
in His Message, even if the path was paved with mystification, that prevailed on the less conscious.
The most hideous threats came from those capable to impose manipulated theologies and liturgies of ancient faiths.
Centuries of injustices and disasters followed, as overlooking human ugliness and letting go monstrosity was the evidence of his experimenting.
Mind imperfection and disarray, inequities and lust for power make people achieve sad goals, and religious establishments are no exception to
that, causing millions of victims as a consequence of a subtle misuse of
the power of words, distorted and manipulated through oratory technique so to cloud judgment in generations.
Not very much is known of BaJe and of his whereabouts in the land of
men during his brief existence, but in that short time he left incredible
and never seen before examples.
When “BaJe” enlightened ordinary people - peasants, fishermen, craftsmen, shepherds and more – with new visions of life, he often used the
parable story technique to make them understand. There is no trace of
his studies, nor of his writings, if any.
On the other hand, the speeches he gave to the erudite FaPes were
constructed with a true master language, and his witty eloquence was
rejected with reluctance and fear.
It was more than obvious that erudite scholars could not accept these new humanistic visions. Accepting the existential concepts that BaJe
explained would mean to deny those doctrines that gave them wealth
and power. Not to mention the assaults that they would possibly have to
face from their avenging proselytizers.
But even here, everything needs a logic. To be the founder of a new mystery, BaJe could not stay long on this world.
The path leading to the conclusion of his human experience has been
reported by some among his FaPes’s proselytes. It ended with a clear and
cruel event, so that nothing would be ever forgotten. Whoever was ste39

ering history, people and events were aware that putting an end to BaJe’s
life with a torture would start a new vision of the afterlife.
BaJe followed his predestined fate, and was condemned by his tribe, as
the divergences with the dominant strategies and procedures of the FaPes clergy were irreconcilable.
But here lies the genius of IPPA.
Few days after his burial, the StraLes made his body disappear, and took
him to the realms of universal plasma.
Actually, he himself had said that his kingdom was not of this world, and that
he had a father to reach in the skies.
From this event, of which countless versions were written - and still
more will be - six centuries passed before the world was shaken by
another momentous event, a new belief.
Going carefully through the pillar of this new creed, soon become a faith,
I can say that there is a series of progressive parallelisms and analogies,
all believed to be of “divine inspiration”.
After hundreds of deities, prophets, theologians and illuminated beings,
ArGos and not, once again, from an eremite here mentioned as LeSco
(acronym for ”theologian”), a new dogma was born.
The strategy of this attentive ascetic and psycho-history scholar, who
had had the opportunity to meditate on ancient texts, was of realizing
the unique possibility of rewriting a new belief from ancient seeds.
The Sagacious thought that, since it had worked for other people, why
not to try with an adapted version that could suit the expectations of
the society made of countless tribes he belonged to?
Again, we see in this new story the shadow of the ArGos.They were going to repeat, in an up-to-date version, the strategies of a few millennia back, occurred
between NoMe and TemLe.
The secret consisted in a custom-made religious dress that had the elegance to attract the attention of the people to whom LeSco belonged. A
dress that, like a uniform, united, elevated and strengthened the identity
of his tribes.
The previous outfits had the same strategy. Some invented for a few,
others sewn not to be identified in specific places.
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In the progression of his project LeSco crafted a “new” philosophy, a
behavioral code to support males and to give them additional power.
Among the many rules, women’s body was considered tempting and misleading, so they were forced to hide it under layers of garments.
Also, in this case, it was a StraLes (messenger) to channel LeSco’s thoughts
towards one of his disciples.
(StraLes constantly struggled against sexual desire of women, making clear
that they were not to be held responsible for assaulting them if their body was
not appropriately covered. The so-called Sacred Texts contain many warnings
on this subject.)
Living bodies are structured to emanate smells, colors, movements,
sounds, expressions, and reactions that magnetize each other emotionally.
A covered body exposing only hands and eyes does not involve emotionally with all its possibilities, so the person who looks at it is not fully
alerted by these emotions.
The result, according to LeSco, was a model of life respectful of natural
order, without any proclivity to temptations.
Here I would like to add a comment:
After millennia, it can be anthropologically asserted that masculine supremacy
has been iniquitous but also physiologically inevitable.
At the beginning of human history, women were venerated in reason of their
fertility and of their role as continuers and custodians of the secrets of life, as
witnessed by the many Venus figurines, some dating back to 30.000 years ago.
Then, menstrual cycle and pre- and post- pregnancy made extremely hard for
women to deal with tribal life, gave males the chance to become dominant
conquering, when the moment came, the privilege of writing (The alphabet
versus the Goddess, L. Shlain – Penguin Compass 1998).
So, the physically strongest took control of transcendental life, of culture, defense, economics and construction.
Today, values and roles have changed, there is no danger of survival of the
species, culture is accessible to all, the lines between sexual identity are blurring, and both sexes work together on the growth of the offspring and family
management.
What happened:
- we were completely naked, and it was a paradise,
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- we gradually covered ourselves and the promiscuous relations began.
What is happening
- bodies evolved and addiction to pleasure has taken control,
- undress in order to return to the origins is not possible for many reasons,
- at the moment, we dress and undress according the individual power
of the free will,
- this means that we engage ourselves emotionally according to what we
decide is convenient.
What will happen:
- that part of human beings who still live covered, will look at those who
live in the excess of free will as to be leading a promiscuous lifestyle.
Their point of view is so determinate that they fight with all their force,
even violent, to annihilate or slow down their evolution.
- on the contrary, those who live in the excesses of free will, not being
able to give up their addiction to pleasure, will increasingly consider regressive all the others.As a result, they will live armed in their technology.
Considering what above written, we must point out that our body lacks
an organ capable of regulating the powerful mechanism of attraction
between two bodies, both in reception and in transmission.
This imperfection is a major cause of disorder.
LeSco was aware of this dyscrasia and he knew that by including masculine control in his doctrine he would serve on a golden plate what his
people deeply longed for.
But to make a doctrine out of all this, the message had to be wrapped in
mystery. A mortal, no matter how wise and honest, has very little chances of making proselytes when speaking out for himself.
It was essential to give this idea a transcendental origin, a source that
was unequivocally considered as divine.
The script needed to be transmitted gradually and randomly and the
message was to come from a supernatural entity. It was vital to find
someone who had charisma and innocence enough to accept the role
of messenger. Someone who, coming to that place of solitude, would be
catechized to never reveal the identity of LeSco or the place where they
were meeting.
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The promise that sealed the beginning of this covenant was that the chosen one would have been revered for the millennia to come.
This new leader, mentioned here as LoyPe, (the Last Prophet), was totally
devout. The strength of LeSco’s words was so convincing, that LoyPe had
no doubts about his mission and was ready for the last sacrifice.
During the indoctrination period, each time that LoyPe returned to his
village after months of absence, he recounted, with the sole strength of
memory, his visions and the thoughts transmitted to him by a transcendental power. These stories were of great impact to his listeners, who
believed their source was supernatural.
Once again, mystery worked.
It is in the fertile soil of lazy acquiescence that the seed of mystery creates faith, because faith leads to the transcendence.
It took a lot of time, marked by LoyPe’s memorizing capacity, but it eventually worked.
It worked because those who had conceived and planned it knew that
humanity cannot ignore transcendence.
It worked because LeSco shaped these stories on the psyche of the tribe
to whom he belonged, and of whom he had a profound knowledge.
It worked, although, as any other faith before and after, underwent
unexpected developments and fractures.
LoyPe, became a true charismatic leader. It is said that, in one night only,
he travelled 1500 kilometers, from his homeland to that city in the land
of NaLa from where BaJe had ascended to heavens. Once there, LoyPe
ascended himself to heavens, where he met all the other prophets – BaJe
included, before returning to his homeland.
(It was the most important gathering of human history. Nowadays approximately four billion of people, half of the world population, follow one of those creeds. They all share the same forefather, Abraham, whose name means “noble
father” or “father of peoples”. Can you imagine?)
What great stories, made of parallelisms and of proselytizers, and all of
them born in an area of a few hundred square kilometers, a strip of land
on the banks of the Great Green.
The same area originally chosen by the AlChi, to experience and eventually proliferate.
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Observing in general the stories of these Covenants or Apparitions, wanting to quantify the number of constructions dedicated to these events
of transcendence, we can add that every time, in different parts of the
world, one of these mystical phenomena occurred the demand made by
these Visions was always the same.
Build sanctuaries, so that they become sacred to the crowds and vital to
their activities and prosperity. So that they become the core of any city,
of any business and human activity.
(It is documented history that some millennia ago ancient world was scattered
with temples and sanctuaries where Sibyls foretold future. Those settlements
where not at all cathedrals in the desert, they were rather places so busy that
in few years they became real towns, such as the modern ones born around
places of apparitions.)
Build, continue building and improve building technology, always and
at any cost. Technology always wins, ingenious sapiens keeps achieving
new technologies.
Technology does not waste time in emotions, does not know rest, only
needs energy and maintenance.
...and the history of construction continues. There is always something
to be built, bigger, higher, more imposing, more impossibly, more expensively, there is always need for more loans from banks, more building
companies, and consequently more and more political decisions.
And if to this we add disasters such as tsunami, earthquakes, floods,
eruptions and other catastrophes, we realize that constructions and reconstructions are at the same moment cause and effect of a strategy.
Although their economic and political power cannot be questioned, I do
not believe that it is the AlChi to be responsible of all that, but, then, what
about some of it?
Technology – AlChi main power - is commonly used to assess the degree
of civilization of a people.
The parameters are:
- architectural harmony of both public and private religious buildings
- viability and green
- civic living style and comfort
- political order
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- financial resources and wealth
- power of defense and offense
- artistic life and entertainment.
All of this reminds me of a sentence from the FBI Director Edgard Hoover, I think it is self-explanatory:
“The individual is handicapped by coming face-to-face with a conspiracy so
monstrous he cannot believe it exists”
For sure, he knew a lot of things forbidden to all of us. That means that
a great part of what we hear, read and see is questionable, is fictitious, is
deceptive.
(And here philosophers come into play: according to U. Galimberti the philosopher does not know, he only invites to meditate and to talk.)
In this regard, I must objectively add:
Every time we listen to a politician making decisions that seem blasphemous,
totalitarian, provocative, foolish, we should be more cautious to give negative
assessment. Maybe, they know of facts the access to which is forbidden to us
for our own security.
Of course, there are cases where the politicians themselves, to justify certain
biased decisions, make us understand they are in possession of news they do
not have.
And here comes the eternal diatribe on intellectual honesty, on democratic
values and ethics. Another never-ending story.
Management strategies, advanced techniques and building formulas have
been increasingly rooted in chameleon-dominant castes.
The gap between them and the rest of the world is so deep that they act
on us like a black hole does with the space around it: you know that it is
there only because you see its effects on light and matter.
With castes, the light becomes darkness.
It is the beginning and end of the system, technique is always the solution,
but for it to function, economy is needed, and economy requires political
decision. So, the circle closes.
(Confessioni di un sicario dell’economia, J Pekins – BEAT Tascabili 2016)
Another aspect of our life that confirms the need for transcendence is
the easy birth of Systems, Groups and Sects of Religious groups.
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These new trends, invented by experts here named as PlaPro, are born
from enticement techniques, the aim of which is to make proselytes.
(See the invention of Jehova by C. Russell (1852 – 1916), Bible scholar, or of
Juche and Songun in North Korea, 1955)
It is quite simple, just take a book of any ideology that has millions of
proselytes, study it deeply to catch the main points of transcendence,
eliminate or modify those less incisive, adapt it to a previously identified
user and the game is done. A new faith is ready.
At this point, just start conferences in the right places and in a short time
the PlaPro has a new religious establishment that lives on an annuity.
There has always been and always there will be someone willing to believe in something.
The most worrying thing is that, at some point in these stories, when
manipulations are revealed, proselytes do not get angry with those who
have misled them. Instead, they protect them. It’s just crazy, the way the
proselytes react. They hide and fall into the moving sands of coercion
stories, mass suicide and psychic addiction.
...so what’s wrong with us?
If we are aware that we have followed for decades a belief that was the
result of manipulated rewritten versions, why don’t we abandon it?
Are we too apathetic, or the idea of having to look for something else to
believe, makes us rather choose to live in oblivion?
Or maybe we do not want others to think that we have been gullible?
Thinking of it, I can certainly say that the primary limit is set by the individual
degree of laziness, as well as by the reverential fear of some clerical lobbies.
By doing so, shaking and hesitating, thousands of years pass by, the so-called sacred stories are heard from others, and at the same time immense
authorities of control become monetary corporations.
But I must add that this is changing, the rise of PlaPro (acronym for “plagiarist”) and the easier access to ancient writings is giving us new versions. The most profound philological techniques, combined with more
powerful translation tools, see the massive databases, allowing real-time
semantic comparison, are highlighting discordances between the various
interpretations. This might be, as it is said, a double-cut weapon, because
together with the shared versions, there are lecturers who wallow in
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them in blatant shows.
As a result, the listener is increasingly confused, and the PlaPro, knowing
that we are too busy looking for expedient to survive, make us believe
what we like to hear.
Too much power in the word.
Word, sound, vibration, frequency, harmony, repetition, obsession, all this enters
through our receptive sensors in our brain. Here in the data processing center,
it is translated according to individual culture. Hence outward behaviors arise.
The Word is powerful, creative, causes hate and addiction, loves, kills, hugs,
anesthetizes, evaluates, despises, cares, colors, warns, spies, does not say, sells,
creates well-being, destroys.
We are automatons who live in the deception of being free.
I have read somewhere that we wake up, eat, dress, work, pray, play, and
reproduce as the market tells us to do.
What great news! Finally, there is someone caring about us.
Yes, the occult ArGos-Caste make sure that we are awake and dedicated
to consumerism. Furthermore, during those moments of dedication to
transcendence, we are happy to abandon ourselves to the PlaPro speeches.
(In my country one month a year in total is dedicated to civil and religious
holidays. Who set them, and why? Add to them weekends, rest periods imposed by law and no wonder that during last century productivity dropped from
43% to 15%.)
Perfect!
What inexcusable waste of life, to spend in such way the short time we
are given.
The blame is hidden in the power of the constitutions, in the labyrinth
of the endless laws, in the meaningless protocols, in the pseudo-justice,
in the financial dances, in the philosophical and religious diatribes. These
are the deviant causes poisoning our thinking.
Here are the numbers confirming the strategies followed by the PlaPro;
- 60% of humanity cannot think, is hungry.
- 30% live anesthetized in well-being of caused consumerism.
- 9.99% are the angry thinkers, and among these, only a small part is
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trying to improve our world
- 0.1% are those with supreme power (among them many FaPes) (“Jesuits” by R.Tristano Tuis - Uni editors 2018).
Government systems are always the same, and this, from the outset of
the first agglomeration of people.
We have dictatorships, monarchies, theocracies, oligarchies and pseudo-democracies, declined in many local variants.
Obviously, one would say Democracy is the most human and fair form of
government, and this is almost true on paper. What make democracy a
subtle dictatorship are its bureaucratic variants and its corruptible applications.When high ideals are contaminated by the narrowness of human
mind, then prevarication begins.
The solutions to these issues are often theoretical, we will return to
chaos, and as always, from chaos we will re-emerge, and as always, the
end will be the beginning.
Here we are to re-start.
Let’s imagine that the strength and consciousness of IPPA is actually made
up of a clever and creative plasma, not visible to us.
A pure power composed of energies and experiences released by all the
living forms that existed in all the previous phases of explosion-implosion of the universes.
(See the beginning of this writing).
We need to imagine this force, made of energies assembled during billions of billions of years, a force that processes and manages all things
from the inside. The latest from science: void is made by energy matter
and energy anti-matter, nullified by contrast. Here fluctuate little bubbles
that randomly absorb some particles. At a certain point, one of these
bubbles absorbed a special particle, an inflaton, that inflated the bubble,
leading it to absorb other inflatons and triggering a chain reaction that
made the bubble include all the matter in the cosmos. After millions of
years, that initial bubble, turned into our universe, is still inflating at increasing speed. (Genesis, G.Tonelli – Feltrinelli 2019)
So, the Big Bang was not an explosion collapsed in singularity, as they
made us to think.
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To the above, we can connect what can be read in the ancient texts: “in
the beginning there was logos”, that is a voice, a vibration, a fluctuation,
who said “let there be light”.
Few millennia later, we can read “and the Word became flesh”: frequencies again, again vibrations.
As in mythology, whoever tried to explain the origin of the world used a
language fitting the audience. Primitive societies used the few words and
the limited culture they had, and these first tales became myths.
The question that remains unanswered is how could they know the
world of the infinitely small.
In addition to this, according to the Hindu Liṅga Purāṇa, existence is Shiva’s dance. Dancing, Shiva awakens matter and turns it into vibrating waves.
So, at the end everything get to the same conclusions.
I imagine said energies are not equal, over the millennia the accumulated
knowledge they have experienced, diversified them in
- energies that once return to the matter improve us in some way;
- energies in charge of synchronizing;
- energies stuck at the initial state;
- energies that have strong memory of previous experiences;
- energies that suddenly have flown away, and being animated by deep
blood relations, unable to communicate in a terrestrial way, talk to us
through via energies able to animate wonders close to us;
- energy that having accumulated huge positives experience live near
“IPPA”;
- energies that having had non-human experiences, are voluntarily resettled.
I have often spoken to people able to read, through natural facts, messages coming from beloved ones passed away. Many of them were delivered through the trajectories of butterflies, but the most interesting
were those delivered through background sounds, like radio frequencies,
rustling of leaves and gusts of wind. Energies are silent, so they use background sounds to convey messages. Appropriately recorded, they can be
decrypted and interpreted.
All this is connected to the migration of energies that, once they leave
the bodies they animated, rejoin IPPA’s universal plasma. In this phase of
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the process, energies-consciences perceive the affliction of the mourners and find any possible way to get in touch with them. (Secrets of Veda,
B.S. Braphupada – Bhaktivedanta books 2011)
Might it be the sudden interruption of relationships based on affection
that make us so strongly desire a contact with passed-aways? If so, is
our observation the means that leads to the development that we are
longing for?
It would be very interesting to know the ratio applied to allocate energies. I
would like to know the kind of casualty, which made me become the son of
that specific mother.
An aspect of our life that I find most enjoyable and that makes us travel
on the vibrating energy of the Universal Plasma, is music.
The harmonic vibrations, the sound that comes from them, cause emotions, which sometimes makes us emotionally fly on the Nous.
Humans that with their natural structure, have the power to intercept
these vibrations-sound, are very special. They live as immersed in a sea
of sound, perceiving and decrypting in scripts all they hear. Those lucky
living people who can perceive this music say that they have experienced
a real emotional magic.
In this regard, the ancient scriptures tell us about an event that happened
thousands of years ago in NaLa’s land. One can read of a vision had by a leader, who saw in his dreams the StraLes coming on earth through sky clouds,
using as a vehicle a golden ladder.
The ladder was understood by the tradition of the NaLa culture as the means
connecting us to transcendence, identifying it with the music scale.
I find this way of interpreting the music scale as an emotional vehicle, which
allows us to go into the Plasma of the universal IPPA, an appropriate simile.
Adding to the power of music, that of an appropriate word, the resulting
mixture becomes seductive, exciting, intriguing.
Humans, totally or partially lacking in musical sensibility, are the proof of
the diversity in the energy from which each of us is animated.
Here, LuLe warns us that IPPA works inside and outside us, he occupies
most of the micro and macro cosmos. IPPA is the energy that interposes
matter. Without it, substance could not have an appearance.
Treccani encyclopaedia define as human “what is related to humans, a creature
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worth understanding and respect; the destiny of men within universal life; socialism with a human face, acted in respect of fundamental rights and liberties
of citizens and grounded on common consent; often referred to animals to
underline physical and psychological features similar to human ones, like apes
with nearly human demeanor - look at that dog’s expression: it is nearly human!
The AlChi’s are aware of this principle and knowing that most of humankind does not contemplate this version, speculate on it.
But how they manage to do it?
Obviously via human hybrids, here mentioned as Caste, that famous 0.1%
which evolves with the ArGos updates.
This is the point, the ArGos are managing with the caste of the few.
What is the problem then?
Responses:
- AlChi are failing to manage the infinite variants proposed and operated
by the Caste.
- We are in a critical phase, I would say in a deadlock.
- We are too many and ill-distributed, such a rise of humans in such a
short time was unforeseeable to the AlChi as well.
How will it end?
Possible answers:
1) The Caste will go towards the management drift until extinction.
2) The Caste through a world dictatorship will impose parameters to
save itself and the earth.
3) AlChi in agreement with Caste, will show up and something will happen.
4) The consciousness of IPPA that is in all the worlds and creatures of
the universe, will lead us to natural evolution to the point of absence of
gravity, of the uselessness of money, weapons and lying.
To these answers, a further and perhaps a little repetitive reflection
should be made about the current living conditions of human beings.
Here’s how I think our travel companions can be identified.
(A) a small segment of people lives in well-being and are well-informed
about all the crucial topics. They have only one fear, to slip in (b);
(B) most of humanity, they receive partial information, are misinformed,
and use all their waking time to get livelihoods, drugs to anesthetize
themselves and various other comforts. All provided by the strategies
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of (a);
C) the remaining ones, who live in extreme conditions, and look at those
who have a more human livelihood, damning their soul in order to climb
in (b).
Fights among living beings have always existed, intelligence and will to
prevail have caused the worst slaughters: Jewish, Armenians, Kurds, Inca,
Tutsi, Native Americans, Soviet Kulaks, just to name a few, sided by the
incessant religious clashes. Genocide (from the Greek Ghenòs, race, and the
Latin caedo, kill) never stops.
Based on these reflections, I must say that there are also differences
between the ArGos.
There are two types of ArGos: those who have close relationships with
politics and science, and those closer to the leaders of the transcendental caste.
Each of them sides with his own category, as reported in the experiences of our ancestors, in the stories we call mythological, and in the many
accounts of ancient literatures.
At this point, you are certainly asking where the scoop is, if all this is the
result of autonomous evaluations.
Has this list of trivialities woken up some dormant curiosity?
What are the topics to be deeply studied in order to build a common
awareness for our existence, if there is one?
I hazard some hints.
Science has announced how the Earth will end: fuel burning in that furnace called Sun will exhaust and this will affect the balance between gravity
and nuclear power, so that the Sun will inflate at the point it will absorb
Mercury,Venus and finally Earth.
Such apocalypse is also announced in the Sacred Texts, albeit not so
scientifically phrased, as no one would have understood it. The matter is
how did the know it: did they just imagined it or were they AlChi?
Our world will be absorbed by the Sun in 4 billion years. By then, all living
forms will have been disappeared, and this will happen irrespective of
their (our) individual behavior.
Our bodies and everything that has existed in the forms and stories we
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know will fade, together with all the faiths and creeds we have experienced.
There will be no evident trace of our history and of the Earth.
Unless, before all this happens, humans will be able to live in some other
world.
What is left then, of all our lives from the beginning of time?
Here comes LuLe to help us.
The billions of billions of energies and experiences that have animated
the living creatures of all the different universes, after the catastrophe
will become an unimaginable force. This power with its evolutionary heritage will be living in other worlds, although we are not given to know
under what shape. And even if it is not going to happen, the amount of
experiences waiting to animate new forms of life will withstand with no
time limit.
The reason for life may therefore be explained in the necessity that the
infinite and immense intelligence of “IPPA”, regardless of name, position
and time, will not allow us to vanish as “IPPA” cannot exist in solitude.
Thus, it is not possible that we are here, just to spend our little days.
Let me make further considerations. Sapiens have evolved in the last
five hundred thousands years, but our planet has more than four billion
years, and nothing can make us think that there were no other cycles of
life that preceded us.
If our life cycle came to an end in the next million years, there would still
be mathematical certainty that other life cycles could take place.
What can be done?
The least risky response is that science and theology must work together, as it is also with the strength of faith that science reaches important goals.
Now, we are still far away from finding places alternatives to Earth, we
are still thinking of moving in space by flying machines, not ready for travelling other galaxies, our beloved Milky Way is still out of reach.
If we reduce our galaxy to a surface of 100 square kilometers, the section
so far explored is about few tenths of a square millimeter.
If we think of it as a metropolis, we have just started opening the door
of the apartment where we live.
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To travel on these immense distances the idea of mechanical propulsion
must be abandoned. Something like mind concentration, to materialize
oneself on the own thoughts, might be the road to the solution.
One must work on the force of conviction without limits, mind is the
true propulsion that connects us to universal plasma, to the energy of
“IPPA”.
Only the mind has the solutions that will free us from the gravity of our
limits.
This strength is already in us, sometimes manifested with phenomena
that we call miracles and all this is fine, provided we nurture and strengthen the strategies of Epigenetics and Meditation.
Epigenetic studies random interactions among genes.
Tibetan monks call this kind of meditation Tudam.
(Il Terzo Occhio, L. Rampa – Mondadori 1973;Vita di Milarepa, J. Bacot – Mondanori 1975)
Think what could it be if using physical immobility, with proper meditation techniques, once we are mentally positioned on a destination, we
just have to use the pure force of the thought, and the trip takes place
on the universal energy of the plasma network.
When I think of this theory, I imagine the universe with billions of worlds, stars
and life forms, like a gigantic human brain with billions of neurons and other
cells. Where everything moves by crossing billions of synapses at super speed
of thought.
A curiosity;
the theoretical journeys of Star Trek, flights, violating the law of relativity. In the
scientific imagination, a warp drive is used, this thrust allows the spaceships
to reach speeds faster than light. By doing this, the space bends, shortening
distances between the starting and the arrival point.We have not been able to
push our imagination beyond this point.
A healthful imagination can give you amazing answers, even if not all of
them become “the solution”.
The scholars who dare to look the Beyond, point out interesting similarities among them.
(Although we are not any longer in Giordano Bruno’s age, still nowadays those
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who dare think to Beyond are ostracized: without economic fallout new visions
are kept well out of sight).
Yes, it is true, to acknowledge that thousands of years ago advanced technologies were already in use would jeopardize the reputation of most
of the academic world. But what is so wrong in making guesswork?
Walls built with stereotyped models are shells hard to crumble.
Why might not have been there a more advanced civilization that preceded us, and that an event of extraordinary violence wiped away together
with most living beings? And why those few survivors might not have
been forced to continue to exist for thousands of years somewhere,
perhaps in the underground?
Once the living conditions were rebalanced, they might have started a
new life-cycle, a new story.
And what kind of technology might they have been able to bring with
them from the previous experiences?
(Theories on mass extintions, J. Sepkoski e D. Raup Chicago University – National Geographic December 2019)
We can imagine that generation after generation, the holders of those
skills have handed them down to the few selected ones.
The great knowledge, in genetics and other sciences, was left to those
few, wise or cunning, who understood its power to dominate the future. Non necessarily cunning, actually, maybe simply long-sighted, as such
technologies are better kept far from whom not able to manage them,
This could also make more understandable the birth of people with a
more evolved genetic heritage, who have accelerated the vision of the
future. We have had inexplicable births of Sapiens, who found with no
apparent effort brilliant solutions to problems that have puzzled science
for centuries.
These geniuses were like flashes of light that in the stagnant darkness
of the non-knowledge, they gave us answers anticipating the future of
hundreds of years (from Hippocrates to Kant, from Pitagora to Einstein, from
Phydias to Michelangelo, from Archimedes to Steve Jobs, and so on).
The transcendence of an Eastern belief says; that the task of an Enlightened is to awaken in you the master you already are.
This means we already have the answers, but our addiction to consume55

rism keeps them in hibernation.
Even if it is a crude conclusion, we are made of vacuum for 99.99%, that
means a person could be compacted up to become a billionth of a grain
of sand and all living species could be compacted up to the volume of
few grains of sand.
Applying this principle to the whole universe, it could be reduced to the
volume of a nutshell, wrote a great physicist.
(L’universo in un guscio di noce, S. Hawking – Mondadori 2002)
Einstein had already given us the formula to explain it. Previously, Newton
had enlightened us with a part of it. And so back in time to Galileo and
others. Not only in the field of science but also in art, which I consider
to be a magical world.
A famous theologian (G. Ravasi) said that the few true artists flourished in
the last millennium have made the invisible visible to the many.
All these protagonists of thinking have acted like accelerators. They pushed us through goals that seemed utopian, unthinkable, or even believed
to be impossible. They looked Beyond.
Nowadays, after hundreds of thousands years of evolution, we are conscious that our bodies are made of electrical circuits, superconductors,
electromagnetism, bioelectricity, biochemical reactions, silica and other
minerals, metals and other advanced forms of technology.
All living beings and inanimate matters forming the universe are made of
the same substances
and only Ippa’s vibrant, smart and progressive energy may have given
birth to all of this.
Our body is the temple of “IPPA”, we are temporal part and materially
activated by the universal plasma. We are robots made to think that we
are not, and that is just because when we think of robots, we think of
something mechanic.
Events that I feel like revolutionary for our existence are already happening, nowadays the same information is visible in all places on Earth. On
this great webpage, all the possible theories and events occurred since
the beginning of our history are readable, at the same time, everywhere.
We can in real time learn the predictions of future events, and interact
with them.
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And here, too, the PlaPro talk to us with their techniques of deception and
appearance.
But it must also be said that, if this technology will be used with the
proper filters against false information and plagiarism, it gives the opportunity to get rid of cultural darkness. Everyone has access to everything
Everyone has access to everything.
A possible positive aspect of this powerful tool is that only little information can be deliberately hidden. Thus, the cultural revolution began, and
this was the fuel that powered the exponential growth of mass migration.
The East moves to a more attractive and technologically seductive West.
What is the problem, or rather, what are the future problems?
One of the major causes of contrast, is the different transcendence
between the middle-east and the west.
Integration is demanding and difficult, and its failure is often the sparkle
of marginalization and blind anger.
Living in poverty alongside wealth showcases, not for a day but for years, for a lifetime, leads to becoming easy prey for the pseudo-leaders
of crusades.
The choices are between experiencing brutalizing and social injustices or
becoming forerunners of liberal equality.
The ancient “law of retaliation” has become “turn the other cheek” and
then “eliminates those who disagree with you”.
The other transcendences of far-east says “mortify your ego” “free yourself from materialism and, in doing so, become energy”.
On second thought, on the base of these values one could also start a
dialogue, as at least the starting points are quite clear. The clergy and
financial lobbyists could peacefully do it.
I think that if this has not happened yet, it is just because the presumptuous filters of the different factions do not allow it. Everyone waits for
the other to take the first step, paralyzed by the fear of losing audience.
A true religion lives in common emotions, unified by the same perception of divine, living within the same mystery and joined by the same
liturgy. Most humans have always felt the need to share an idea of omnipresence on which they could built, through Faith, their own identity.
But here is another doubt: what if, in addition to presumption there was
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also a pre-packaged Orthodoxy?
Let’s make a little reflection on the values of theocratic governments.
Let’s start from the principle that administering or governing should not
be related to religiousness.
In fact, it is my belief that religious violence and orthodoxy are attributable only to the PlaPro (plagiarists) and to those who sponsor them.
Their psycho-sophistic techniques are studied to be suitable to the willpower of those since their birth appointed to, so to generate violent
performers against anyone who is carefully defined as an enemy.
Is there an economic return in all this?
Of course, there is.
What is it going to happen then?
I will risk some answers:
- Considered the economic harsh and transcendental contrasts we are
facing, the AlChi will cause another disaster that will eliminate at least
99% of the Earth’s inhabitants, leaving alive only a few selected.
- Or, humans anesthetized by their addictions, will cause some catastrophe and the AlChi will intervene only to avoid extinction.
- Or – which is my hope - a revolutionary idea able to interface the
minds of clerical leaders with the big financial lobbyists, as a result we
have long-term, a project shared with the rest of humanity.
“IPPA” and the AlChi do not want the extinction of terrestrial life, since
it does not make sense to eliminate their fuel, they exist because we do.
It is a bit like the myth of Persephone, who, kidnapped by Ades, was forced to
live in the afterlife with him. But her mother Demeter, Goddess of Nature and
harvests, threatened the Deities with the drying out of any vegetation on Earth
if her daughter would not return to her. This would have killed nature and its
inhabitants.This would have left deities unemployed.
And finally, we return to transcendence, as the ultimate goal.
When pains are snatching your brain and nobody can help you, all those
around you disappear uselessly into the fog of your only thought, a single
abandonment, a single hope that everything will end, at once.
It is said that even “BaJe” near the earthly end, shouted it out.
But how to do it if you do not have the resources, if you have no strength, you cannot move and a curtain of darkness comes down to comple58

te your solitude?
Here begins the path to transcendence, to heavenly exploration, to search for light, to invocation. Even the non-believers take this path.
In ancient Greece, it was necessary to abstain and endure pain.
This extraordinary civilization, to ensure themselves a total transcendental coverage, devoted a temple to unknown gods. This gave more
serenity to their passing, in case their belief had left someone out.
Divinity does not carry human head, nor branches blossom from his shoulders; it
has no feet, no fast knees, no hairy sex, but a spirit only, sacred and ineffable; rules and travel the universe with the speed of thought.(Empedocles,V cent. b.C.)
Praying with faith can it activate a self-healing chemical process?
Can this procedure integrate with others into a collective dogma?
Could this be the answer to miracles?
Or
Is there someone who listened to your prayers and healed you?
In case there is no healing
- did the self-healing chemical process not work?
- did you not pray the right way?
- is there no transcendental?
- or does it exist, but decided to ignore you?
Science says that intense praying may activate special chemical reactions
in our brain, thus producing hormones that communicate with our reactive system. True faith creates new events or destroys them.
Our mind has resources yet to be discovered and developed.
Let’s imagine that inhabitants of other worlds have discovered how to
move by eliminating or controlling gravity.
The questions are:
- Would these beings having an intelligence that reads, control and manipulate the molecular sequences, be considered aliens?
- Would these intellects, which generate phenomena considered supernatural, be considered a population of divinities?
Isn’t this mythology?
Let’s outline the following scenario.
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Beings of other Worlds come to Earth and looking at us cannot understand why we are frantically moving into clouds of fumes.
At this point, they offer us solutions to eliminate all that is polluting, and
to heal our diseases they use genetics.
These interventions would radically change or make useless the transport, health, finance and war systems, and consequently all the organizations involved in these traffics.
It is obvious that anyone who comes from another world with these
intentions will be stopped without any hesitation by the filters of the
ruling caste. He will not have the slightest chance to manifest himself to
the masses.
Only a mass invasion would carry the hope to bypass the controllers.
And so?
And so, our evolution is at a dead point for questions of marketing.
Being capable to bypass this status quo, we would take a leap in the future and it would also mean that we were already made of eternity. Instead,
we live clothed in our body that we change as we change an outfit.
In conclusion:
beings from another world came to us when we were technologically
unconscious, and we have thought them powerful and magical and valued
them as Deities. Thus, they made us believe whatever they wanted.
Today we have a more effective knowledge and technology, we stop them
because we feel they are disrupting our world scheme, or most probably,
they do not show up because we have a body to be improved yet. For
example, we lack an apparatus that reveals what we really think, so we
can say something and at the same time thinking, doing and planning something else. This has been the great difference that made the Sapiens’
prevail over all other living forms: nothing is just what it looks like (lies
and deception are Sapiens’ limit).
Intelligence at the apex of universe concluded that using strong-arm tactics
is extremely complicated, see Earth’s history over the last 500,000 years.
Despotism generates abhorrence, horror, violence, occult strategies, mistrust, revenge, and other humanistic negative aspects.
Millennia ago, though BaJe, “IPPA” experienced the message of nonviolence, the feeling of affection for all living forms, the living for altruism, and
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in order to keep the message alive in our minds, he shocked men by demonstrating the absurd ferocity that we are able to apply to our equals.
From a short story by E. Flaiano:
BaJe resolved to return on Earth and began to heal all those who were in need.
One day, longing for solitude, he took a solitary path to pray and to meditate.
After a while, he saw someone approaching: a father carrying his daughter in
his arms, ill and frail.
Seeing that Baje was going to heal her, the man exclaimed: “Master, I do not
ask you to heal her, I demand you to love her”.To this, BaJe replied:”Verily, verily
I say unto you, this man is demanding what I wish, I can and I shall give”.
So, what is the solution?
Once again, it is our ability to invent, to search, to investigate, to experiment that can give us a solution.
We absolutely must bypass cultural orthodoxy, phrases like
“That’s how things work”
“This is what textbooks say”
“It is the trend”
“Everyone does so”
If we blindly believe in these clichés, we live wilted, stuck in the quicksand
of cowardice.
Theologians need to accept the challenges posed by atheism and be
able to act in respect of laicism. Scientists need to accept philosophical
dissertations with theological implications while maintaining their principles of immanence.
This is the path to follow, although, at first glance, may seem made of
parallel roads.
I am more than convinced that, with the development and the evolution
of events, some cause for reflection will open us to a civil, shared future.
I cannot accept that the preciousness of the results achieved in the last
3 billion years may end without glory.
And I am reminded of one of Einstein’s thoughts;
“Religion without science is lame, science without religion is blind”
Or
“Despite saying that “IPPA” does not exist, he continues to exist”
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Which means that science must contemplate the possibility that immanent answers can be multiple and that religions must not start from the
assumption that they are the holders of absolute truth.
Tibetan Buddhism and Christianism of the origins, together, are deeply interesting readings. (“Incontro con Gesù”T. Gyatso, Dalai Lama – Mondadori, 1997)
Based on what has been written so far, my last reflections are:
- If on our world there had been no gold, would AlChi have ignored us?
- Without AlChi, would there be a much more violent food chain?
- Would living beings have had a different evolution?
- Would the current evolution and technological achievement have been
achieved in any case, albeit with a few million years of delay?
- Would the dominant beings still have formed a caste?
My “IPPA” is of an unimaginable intelligence in itself, he is creative and
patient, not because he does it intentionally, but because he is so, he
expects you to turn to him because he knows that this is the natural
evolution of things.
There are people who find it while reading, meditating, praying, or offering all their time to those who suffer.
I cannot know about those, who for different reasons end their earthly
life suddenly without having searched for him, their mind not even lightly
touching or recognizing it in the events of everyday life. Conscious or
not of this impossibility.
I perceive, however, that the “IPPA” of each one of us, is part of an omnipotent one, unrelated to space-time, and to which we return at the end
of each cycle.
(Descartes said “cogito ergo sum”, “I am thought of, then I am”.Yes, we are the
result of the thinking of whom: Him, Her of Its? For Ippa I can use any of them,
or even invent a new one)
Ancient civilizations, see rituals BARDI, symbolism ANKH, SATOR and others,
explain the cycles of life by combining seven events-things:
-the dual attraction, the semen inseminator, the womb, the energizing energy,
the end of the cycle, the return to the high astral, the omnipotent absolute will.
Today we can change the terminology of each of these seven things-events, but
the meaning remains the same.
The dual attraction, magnetism between two things.
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The semen inseminator, instrument with the potential blending liquid.
The womb, natural container for genetic combination and growth.
The energizing energy, combined force that gives consciousness to life.
The end of the cycle, the fulfillment, the matter that becomes inert but does
not disappear.
The return of energy-consciousness to the cosmic plasma, the get together with
the whole.
The will of IPPA the almighty is the apparently not well-defined random-logic
of things.
What can we ever perceive, if we do not push ourselves Beyond? Basically, all that is matter and mass, in an eternal fiction.
What is matter-mass?
When Max Planck was awarded the Nobel Prize, he declared: “having dedicated my entire life to the study of matter, there is at least something I can tell
you about my researches on atom: matter in itself does not exist!
Matter only exists thanks to a force that induces vibrations to particles and
that keeps together this atom’s micro solar system. Beyond this force lies a
Spirit, intelligent and self-conscious.This Spirit is the reason and the foundation
of any matter”.
To you, reader, the conclusions.
Many of the representation of life do things that reinforce what said
above, and this happens when energies sum up in them the succession
of different animations all similar and compatible. It is up to nobody to
decide what energy receive: energy is an end in itself, does not know – or
care – if it animated a king, a lion or a blade of grass.
This is the universal constant, everything has a cycle and a material
deadline.
One day, genetic evolution of our bodies will allow us to fully use our
mental power and to live all like one and in one, moving in the space in
real time.
One day, we will find out that we can be ubiquitous.
This almighty energy is already in all of us, and lives in the seemingly
empty space. That means that all empty spaces, made of vibrating cells,
are connected through this absolute intelligence. It is made of us, we are
made of it.
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And the, I entrust all of us to LuLe, a true friend, sincere observer of all
the events that have IPPA as protagonist.
Every time curiosity turns into obsession it is essential to face ignorance: there are solid boundaries to human knowledge. This is why Lule
is so special, it is the one and only capable to observe IPPA taking its
immense action.
Now, I chose as closure of this work a thought, that is not mine but in
which I fully recognize myself: “Wisdom is no power, a little knowledge, a
little intelligence and as much taste as possible. There is an age when one teaches what one knows, but then, another comes, when one teaches what one
does not know: that is called quest”.
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Legend
LuLe: a quantum of timeless energy, not able to merge with others.
A neutral witness who report events.
IPPA: mighty fundamental quantum energy of micro - and macro
cosmos, omnipresent and ubiquitous.
AlChi: leaders from outer space, with super genetic, nuclear and
mineral technologies.
ArGos: executors of AlChi strategies. They live and witness genetic
and spiritual evolution of living beings.
StraLes: mediators between ArGos and humans in transcendental
apparitions. They are the closest to us and, in some religions, are
called Archangels or Cherubims.
FaPes: ethnic group identified with the most controversial place in
Middle-East, here called NaLa land.
NoMe: JHW, one of AlChi representatives, a governor in charge of
the evolution of specific groups of FaPes. His name was a sequence
of sounds unpronounceable by humans.
TemLe (Moses): NoMe (JHW) right-hand man.
BaJe: (Yehoshua ben Yosef ha Nazri).
LeSco: occult theologian who instructed LoyPe.
LoyPe: the last prophet.
PlaPro: cunning speakers, founders of new movements pseudo-transcendental.
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My name is Claudio, and I am now 77 years old.
For sixty years I have been involved in tourism incoming business, but
only in the last twenty I was able to dedicate myself to what most intrigues me: the history of the origins of man, mythology, archeology, religious beliefs and scientific research.
I visited many museums and archaeological areas in the various continents, having great cultural exchanges with people interested in these same
topics and issues.
All this, without ever abandoning what has been, is and will always be my
spiritual companion, my “music”.
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When existential doubts remain without an intrinsic response, when
continuous research gives some answers, but at the same time poses
more questions, then everything becomes a never-endig cycle.
At this point you can only continue, with the hope that one day something
illuminating will happen while reading the next page.

